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List of Acronyms 

QRC Quick Read Code 

CoC Chain of Custody 

ID Identity or Username 

PW Password 

LP Logistics Provider 

 

2. Welcome/introduction 

Welcome and introduction 

3. What you can do as a Logistics Provider 

The LP constitutes the connection ring between each other ring of the CoC. The LP takes the custody of the 

material for transportation carried-out by any means by scanning the QRC created by a Supplier or a 
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Transformer and delivers materials and QRCs to the next ring of the Chain of Custody; moreover, the LP can 

delegate the Custody of any QRC to any other LP or Transporter. It is also possible to split the lot into 

several sub-lots in order to sell the sub-lots to several rings via several dedicated means of transportation. 

Before proceeding, you need to ‘Absorb’ (take the Custody) of the material that you must transport and to 

declare which are the Companies and Users that will receive your transports.  

4. Absorbing a QRC 

In order to become the custodian of a supply you need to ‘Absorb’ the corresponding QRC as created by 

the previous ring in the CoC. 

To do so you have several alternatives. 

Absorbing a QRC - PC with Login 

Absorbing a QRC - PC without Login 

Absorbing a QRC - App with Login 

Absorbing a QRC - App without Login (truck drivers) 

5. Viewing the status of supplies 

Viewing the status of supplies 

6. Confirming the weight 

This operation must be carried out to confirm that you are actually the Custodian of the goods. To do so: 

 Confirming the absorbed weight 

7. Set-up a Company 

Set-up a Company 

8. Set-up of an User within a Company 

Set-up an User 
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9. Creating a transportation 

This is a very relevant part of the CoC that must be executed carefully in order to guarantee the continuity 

of the Chain of Custody. As a Logistics Provider you have two choices to transport materials: the self-

managed transportation and the transportation via a third-party entity. You can use both of them to ship 

the materials assigned to you to the next ring of the Chain of Custody. In order to carry-out transportations, 

you must have defined any additional Logistics Provider (LP) or Warehouse that you intend to use. 

Moreover, you must have absorbed all necessary QRCs. 

Your main working page should be reached by selecting “CoC” from the top menu. A page with two tabs 

will appear, outlining the transportation tasks: 

• For you to carry out with your own means of transportation 

• For you to manage, as assigned by the previous ring in your CoC 

 

1. Press the “CoC” tag from the top menu 

2. Select the “For you to manage” tab. The full list of all the transports that you have to manage 

appears. Press the button “Details” on the transportation line that you want to manage to go to 

your “Chain of supply ID” page. Select the preferred view (Folder view, Tree vertical, Tree 

horizontal). 

3. Press the green square representing the transportation to manage. 

4. If you want to self-manage your transportation, click the button “Create own transport” - Create a 

self-managed transportation 

5. If you want a third-party LP to manage the transportation for you, click “Assign to transportation” - 

Create a transportation via third-party LP 

10. Checking the status of a transportation for a supply 

To maintain full control and overview of all the transportations that you manage and to have access to the 

details and status of each single transportation for the materials that you transport, please follow the 

following instructions: 

Check the transportation status of a supply 
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